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Reiki techniques originated in Japan, in an intensely spiritual period of that country's history.
This fully-illustrated book traces the system's evolution from a spiritual self-development system
to a direct hands-on practice. The journey moves from Japan to the USA, out to the world, and
back to Japan. Focussing on the basic elements in their historical context, this guide contains
beautifully grounded information that captures a unique sense of the system's traditional
Japanese roots. The clarity and accessibility of the teachings in the book redefine and
strengthen the concept of Reiki as it is practised today.

If you are a Reiki practitioner who learned the art anywhere outside Japan, there are three things
you need to do right now: 1) Sit down. 2) Get these books and read them, footnotes and all. 3)
Revise your understanding of Reiki and you practice accordingly...much of what you learned
about this gentle healing art is about to be shaken right down to its foundation. You can choose
whether to sway like a Tokyo high-rise or crumble in response, but either way, you're in for some
shock waves. If you practive Reiki, you need to read these books.From the AuthorSince the first
whiff of information came from Japan that there might still be traditional Japanese Reiki
practitioners in Japan, we became intrigued with the system of Reiki’s Japanese past. We
travelled to Japan (with our two year old in tow) to see if we could find out anything else about it.
In Japan we met with teachers who taught a mixture of both traditional styles of Reiki and its
more modern versions. We realised that what we had initially been taught as the system of Reiki
had its roots in Japan - specifically in the Japanese culture, philosophy and cosmology.The aim
of The Japanese Art of Reiki is to offer those interested in the system of Reiki, and those already
practicing it, greater depth and understanding of Reiki’s roots from a Japanese perspective. We
found that after writing The Reiki Sourcebook we were inundated with enquiries about the
Japanese aspects of the system from Reiki practitioners craving more out of their practices. To
support these individuals and anyone interested in the Japanese aspects of the system this
highly practical book has been written.This book will aid you in becoming more grounded and
confident in your practice. It will support you in creating a regular practice that will take you into
the depths of the system’s origins.This is not a compendium like The Reiki Sourcebook, but a
guide for people who want to heal themselves and connect to life spiritually using simple and
effective Japanese Reiki practices.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.About the AuthorReiki Masters Bronwen and Frans Stiene are the founders of the
International House of Reiki. They have worked with Reiki and researched it for many years, their
particular passion being the recovery of traditional Japanese Reiki. They live in Sydney, Australia
--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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GroupPrefaceOur gratitude goes out across the globe to Reiki practitioners everywhere. Without
you the Reiki fire would not have been ignited in so many.Special thanks must also go to those
who have directly assisted us with the completion of The Japanese Art of Reiki. It feels like a
community effort as we have relied on so many to get it to the point of sale in shops. Thank you
all for your heartfelt support.A major part of The Japanese Art of Reiki is the artwork. Enormous
thanks go to René Geveke and our model Jason Koh. René took photos with such love and
creative ability and Jason’s patience with us is reflected in his lovely serene features that made
him the perfect Reiki model (and, no, he’s not Japanese but Singaporean). Thank you, too, to
the Cowra Japanese Gardens in New South Wales, Australia for their hospitality in allowing us to
take the majority of the photos for this book in their beautiful grounds. Sue Paterson, a big thank
you for adjusting photographs with your fabulous can-do attitude.Donn Pattenden, thank you for
your inspired manga illustrations. What a blessing that we met you before you escaped to
Japan.Other photos in The Japanese Art of Reiki have been sourced from various avenues and
we are grateful to each one for their support: BAB books in Japan for allowing us to reproduce
photos from Tomita Kaiji’s book; the Ittôen community for Tenko san’s photo (Fig. 7–1); Tony
Henderson for the photos of En No Gyoja (Fig. 1–2) and the shugenja in the Influence of
Shugendô; and, finally, Rev. Kuban Jakkoin who kindly offered the photo of shugenja at a cave
(Fig. 1–3). Mari Hall and Andy Quan also graciously supplied photos to accompany those taken
from Bronwen and Frans Stiene’s own collection.Minamida Tokiko, thank you for your
unwavering support. Your laughter mingled with our own on many occasions and we could not
have had kinder and more thoughtful help with writing letters in Japanese and translating
Japanese words and ways.Inamoto Hyakuten, a great friend and wonderful teacher. His support
and friendship have meant much to us. His sincere offers of help definitely came in handy. You
will find his translation of the Meiji Emperor’s waka in this book.Other people we must thank are
Judith Rabinovitch for her openness and knowledge about Japan and teate (hands-on healing)



practitioners during the Meiji period; Nevill Drury for supporting us on our path as writers and
practitioners; Li Ying for advice and expert knowledge about Ki matters and her superb teaching
abilities.We received editing help from Yani Silvana, Maurizio Floris and Sally Heane. Thank you
all for your encouraging words.Our lovely publisher, John Hunt, deserves great thanks for his
support and trust in us. He listens to our ideas with patience and enthusiasm and we have grown
to trust his judgment well. Many thanks to his staff, too, for putting this book together and getting
it out there.We must thank our teacher Chris Marsh who gently guides us on our spiritual paths
with our personal practice. Thank you, too, to Chris for his translation of the Reiki
precepts.Through Chris Marsh we have had contact with a Japanese nun called Suzuki san (a
student of Usui Mikao) and her aide. We thank them both for helping us with our personal
practice and answering any technical questions that have supported the historical and
philosophical groundwork of The Japanese Art of Reiki .To our students everywhere, thank you
for letting us travel with you on your journeys – it is a privilege. You continue to show us the true
value of these teachings.Thank you to our mothers, Elaine and Euk, who have always supported
us so selflessly and to Bella who shares her life with “the book”.Usui Mikao, the inspiration for
this book and our own spiritual journeys – thank you.Our many thanks go out to those who have
supported The Reiki Sourcebook encouraging us to continue our personal and
professionaljourney culminating in The Japanese Art of Reiki .And to you who are reading this
right now, may this book guide and inspire you.Let us begin by writing:mangaichi ayamariga
arimashitara goyousha kudasaiPlease forgive us if we’ve made a mistake.IntroductionAt any
given moment, people all over the world are reassessing their life. They wonder if it is worthwhile
getting up every morning; if there is any point in going to work, in eating dinner, falling asleep
and then getting up to start all over again. They are told they can be anything they want to be
and yet they’re not even sure what that is.Ask yourself what you want. Move past the initial
expensive car, castle, super job extravaganza and keep asking – what do I want? You may
eventually answer: I want to feel good. I want to know who I am. I want to feel free and light
without any pressures at all. I want to feel safe and warm and touched by life. I want to know love
– unlimited and unconditional. I want to see the beauty around me. I want to experience what this
world is all about and understand why I am here.In short: you want to feel connected. Inside you
there is a place that, when accessed, knows what these things feel like. It remembers your
connection to life. The system of Reiki will help you find that inner heart and learn from it. You
have the aptitude, and the system has the tools. There are no secrets or magic to this, all that is
needed is you and your intention to remember. Everyone can find what the Japanese call honu
no reikô ; the spiritual light that exists within.In the West the word ‘Reiki’ is understood today to
mean both the energy used in the system (spiritual energy) as well as representing the system
itself. For the reader’s clarity, The Japanese Art of Reiki uses the word ‘Reiki’ to represent the
energy used by Reiki practitioners and the words ‘system of Reiki’ to characterize the system.
The term ‘practitioner’ in this book is used to represent everyone who has learnt the system of
Reiki no matter what his or her level, branch or depth of experience.Many people talk about



‘Reiki’ as something that they are born with or can do without training. It is true that each person
is born with the ability to heal oneself and that spiritual energy flows through each one. The
system of Reiki on the other hand is a product of the influences of its founder. Not everyone can
‘do’ Reiki as not everyone has learnt the specific elements that it’s system is comprised of. There
are many wonderful energetic methods around the world but each one is comprised of its own
unique elements and this must be respected.The founder, Usui Mikao, began his teachings as a
spiritual practice for himself – eventually passing this information on to individuals for their own
practice. Consequently, The Japanese Art of Reiki , focuses solely on self-practice. It is true that
if you can look at yourself and work toward healing and making yourself whole, then you
naturally affect the world around you. If you really want to help others, taking the healing journey
to find out who you are is the first point of call.The Japanese Art of Reiki offers students a basic
historical guideline and, via practical techniques, brings the fundamental Western teachings of
hands-on-healing in line with their Japanese origins. This includes pinpointing five basic
elements of the system: reducing the system to its fundamental understandings. It is an attempt
to bring the Japanese connection back to the system of Reiki, respectfully and truthfully.This
practical book can guide beginners and experienced practitioners alike through the system of
Reiki from a Japanese viewpoint. It is suited to every level of practice within the system. The
teachings are accessible and written in a manner that allows you to draw on them at different
stages of understanding, dependant upon your own level of experience. For this reason The
Japanese Art of Reiki can be read and re-read many times as your proficiency and knowledge
grow.A beginner will find in this book all the basic information about the system and its practical
applications from a traditional Japanese perspective. It is integral though that to learn the system
fully, a teacher be employed. The Japanese Art of Reiki aims to support you in finding a course,
as well as in experimenting with Ki (energy) to gain a greater understanding of where you can go
with the system.Reiki practitioners today are searching for a deeper understanding of the system
of Reiki. This book aims to guide practitioners to take the system a step further than what is
taught as ‘Reiki’ in the West. Some teachers in the West do realize this need, and attempt to
create follow up courses with new directions. This book, however, does not wish to take you on a
different route. It prefers to draw you deep inside the practice you feel you already know by
returning you to the philosophy of its roots.The information in this book has been sourced from
various arenas. As teachers of Usui Reiki Ryôhô , Frans and Bronwen Stiene were taught and
have followed the information that Doi Hiroshi teaches, since the beginning of the 21st century.
His connection as a Usui Reiki Ryôhô Gakkai member (a traditional Reiki society) has meant
that he has had a unique understanding of the system from a Japanese perspective. Frans and
Bronwen’s interest in Japanese forms continued and they went on to train in Inamoto Hyakuten’s
Komyo Reiki Kai . Inamoto studied with Yamaguchi Chiyoko, a student of Hayashi Chûjirô
(student of Usui), before she died in 2003. Other research undertaken by them includes
contacting people around the globe who may have known Usui, his students or their students
and so on. They have also personally interviewed many Japanese practitioners including a



Gakkai member, Yamaguchi, and her son on a visit to Japan. Books from Japanese students of
Usui have been examined, such as those from Eguchi and Tomita, along with other relevant
Japanese literature. The result of much of this research is also recorded in Bronwen and Frans’s
research book The Reiki Sourcebook . The Japanese Art of Reiki uses this information to ground
the practitioner in the system so that one’s personal Reiki practice is strengthened by
knowledge, depth of understanding and clarity of intent.The authors’ personal practice as
students of Chris Marsh has given them another understanding of what Usui himself practiced.
Chris’s teacher is Suzuki san, an old Tendai nun, who studied with Usui. She does not teach
Reiki, but an earlier version of Usui’s teachings. Suzuki san’s personal aide and translator is also
a student of these teachings. As this book is about the system of Reiki, Suzuki san’s energetic
teachings are not in it. Her historical information, though, has been utilized to set the history of
the system of Reiki in its place. Some of her philosophical understandings of these earlier
teachingsthat are aligned to those of other traditional Japanese teachers (such as Yamaguchi,
Doi and Inamoto) have also been accessed. The backbone of the system is of vital importance
to anyone who wishes to study it. It is here that The Japanese Art of Reiki takes you beyond a
simple book on the subject of ‘Reiki’.The Japanese Art of Reiki is divided into three Parts.
Preceding the first Part is a list of the Practices and Techniques incorporated into The Japanese
Art of Reiki , for easy referral.Part I takes you on a historical journey of the influences on Usui
Mikao. Feel the history and facts rather than learn to recite them – then you will be drawn into the
world of Usui. Within this Part you will discover the Japanese energetic system that brings
together the energy of the Earth and Heaven to create balance in humankind. Techniques to
develop your connection to this energetic system are included. To find out the processes behind
learning a Japanese form of Reiki, the imaginary experience of Sato is told. This is a story of a
personal crossing over from depression and irregular health to a fresh and more balanced
perspective on life. Lastly, thoughts on what healing means according to the basic
understanding of the system of Reiki are laid bare.Part II focuses solely on the five elements of
the system of Reiki. These elements are essential traditional self-practice methodology. Without
these elements the system that is being taught and practiced is not Reiki. These five elements
are: gokai (daily precepts), kokyû hô (breathing techniques), tenohira (palm-healing), shirushi
and jumon (symbols and mantras), and the receiving of reiju from a teacher (a blessing from
which the Western attunement evolved).From these elements a multitude of techniques,
mantras and symbols have evolved. The Japanese Art of Reiki focuses on these traditional
practices rather than their modern adaptations. These five basic elements of the system are
dissected by looking at what they are, where they came from, how they can benefit you and how
you can apply them. Self-probing questions have been included to guide you further into a
personal relationship with each element.In Part III, guidance is offered to help you with the
practical rudiments of finding a course to suit your needs and a teacher who can provide support
for you on your spiritual path. Also discussed is the setting up of a routine: this will make or break
the continuity of your practice. Included are a variety of hints on how to get the most out of your



practice and your life.For ideas on what you can read to supplement your own research and
knowledge please refer to the Further Reading section at the back of The Japanese Art of
Reiki .There is an art to Reiki and a Japanese one at that. The art grows from a practitioner’s
hard work and dedication. As with all arts, over time one becomes more skilled as ability
develops. The Japanese aspect is integral for a practitioner to make a truthful connection to the
origins of this system.Most people want to know the difference between Western and Japanese
Reiki. Obviously the Western form has stemmed from the Japanese and this signifies that some
basics will be the same or similar. The name ‘Japanese Reiki’, as used in The Japanese Art of
Reiki , does not include the Western or Eastern forms of Reiki that have returned to Japan since
the 1980s. Rather, it comprises forms stemming directly from Usui that have not (yet) been
influenced by the West. This is a very fine line with the definition constantly being challenged by
the effect that Western forms of the system have on many of these traditional forms.Due to a lack
of global standards, however, and a perceived growth in competition by practitioners – Western
courses are getting shorter, the number of levels is growing with new marketing techniques, and
the ‘magic’ is getting more unbelievable. The initial Japanese concept of the system is different
from what is generally taught in the West today. Not just culturally, but notionally, the most basic
understanding of what Reiki is – differs. In the West, the ‘Master’ or teacher may offer a quick fix:
created to get people in and out the door as quickly as possible with a little ‘oooh’ and ‘aaah’
along the way. Cures are being promised, diagnosis is instant and wizardry abounds; yet, this is
not what the system is about. It is about self-practice, self-responsibility and personal
development. Consequently the system of Reiki appears to be losing its integrity through quick
and ‘easy’ courses. Though this concept is enormously appealing to the general public the effect
is short lived, ultimately leaving a disappointed and slightly cheated feeling in the student.The
Japanese Art of Reiki will guide you on a journey into the Japanese aspects of this system. It will
provide you with historical research and practical techniques to develop your understanding and
personal practice. Should you have more questions about this information then do not hesitate to
contact the authors through their website .How to read this book:Japanese words are italicized
and their translations can be found in the Glossary.Japanese names are written with the
surname first as is culturally correct.The use of upper case is a Western notion and not a
Japanese one. When printing Japanese words the authors have taken the liberty of using
capitals for people’s names and places (in the Western custom) for the reader’s added
clarity.Read this book a couple of times. Let the philosophy seep into you and your approach will
naturally become more aligned to the Japanese perspective.The contents of this book are for
general information only. If you wish to learn the system of Reiki it is recommended that you find
a teacher that can guide you through the teachings and techniques. The authors do not accept
any liability for the use or misuse of any practice or technique in this book.Japanese
Pronunciation:a is similar to the a in fatheri is similar to the ea in eatu is similar to the oo in looke
is similar to the e in eggo is similar to the o in go(From An Introduction to Modern Japanese by
Osamu and Nobuko Mizutani.)List of Practices andTechniques1 The Emergence ofthe System



of ReikiPractitioners of the system of Reiki need to have a solid understanding of the system and
the confidence to work within it. An awareness of the roots of the system and how one’s practice
fits into it will guarantee a practitioner confidence and exceptional skill. This chapter reveals the
history of what is known today as the system of Reiki.Kimonos, Cars and ReikiJapan may be
famous for its unique craftsmanship, quality auto mobiles and technological wizardry but it is
also fast becoming renowned as the birthplace of the system of Reiki. Over the last century the
name Reiki has grown as the system has spread around the globe. The pleasure that millions
across the planet have derived from Reiki is in itself inspiring.Literally translated from the
Japanese, Reiki means ‘spiritual energy’; it can be described as the energy of everything. To
work with this energy is to experience life at its fullest, to be one with all that can be seen and not
seen. The system was created to give us this full life experience so that we may remember our
connection to life and live in alignment with it. Its creator was a man born into the latter half of the
19th century in Japan, Usui Mikao (Fig. 1–1).From Japan to the United States of America,
around the world and finally back to Japan, this system was developed and buffeted by a
multitude of influences. Stemming from a method originally created in the early 1900s to develop
an individual’s spiritual connection, it returned to Japan at the end of the same century with more
worldly features. Today the system of Reiki is often considered to be many things that its founder
would never have dreamed of. The connection to its Japanese roots has been virtually
discarded. Now, in the 21st century, and almost a hundred years later, there is a rumbling
undercurrent in the global Reiki community: people want to know what the original ideas behind
this system were and for whom these teachings were meant.The elastic band of connection has
been stretched tight, but before it snaps we must bounce back – right back, to the very
beginning…The BeginningGreat social, cultural, economic and technological change occurred
in Japan during Usui’s lifetime. His birth in 1865 heralded the Meiji Restoration: the opening up
of Japan after more than two hundred years of isolation. During this closed historical period
there had been a cultural and social intensity in Japan. Foreigners and their accompanying
Christianity had been banned. Feudal lords dominated both land and people in a culture that
mingled native Shintoism with Buddhism and Taoism (both imported from China and Korea in
the 6th century). In Japan’s feudal society exquisite handicrafts and perfect manners were
valued highly, and religion and martial arts mingled in the same circles.With the opening up of
Japan in the mid-1860s came a national spiritual transformation. Industrialization, urban ization
and improvements in public transport are named by researcher Inoue Mobutaka1 as the cause
for change in the social foundation of Japan. From the traditional ways of maintaining faith
systems in a closed society with very little mobility, this opening up threatened the family and
village unit. Parents could no longer be assured that their children would continue to follow in
their footsteps, not just vocationally but also spiritually. New religions and spiritual groups began
to emerge all over Japan to compensate for this sense of disconnection in people’s lives. People
‘afflicted with the feeling of alienation and deprivation in an industrialized society’ felt that these
new spiritual methods offered them a form of salvation.2This national search for inner



connectedness and meaningful spirituality was likely to have also been an inspiration for Usui
Mikao. He drew from his own spiritual experiences to evolve a teaching that he believed would
benefit everyone – whether they were religious or not.Self-healingUsui’s method appears not to
have been to teach new things, but rather to help practitioners to break down their accumulated
old patterns and ‘bad habits’. In this way practitioners would gradually discover their true nature
and realise that inherently each human is the keeper of all the knowledge that he or she
requires.The basic premise of this method is that healing existswithin each person, not
outside,and therefore the essence of the teachings is self-practice. The ultimate healing tool is
the practitioner’s own dedication to healing the self: another can never give this depth of
healing.Suzuki san, born in 1895 and still alive at the time of writing, claims that the teachings
assume people are already spiritual in nature and are used to help practitioners become ‘entirely
human’. The first teaching of Usui that was given to students, she states, was the five precepts
or gokai . Later came meditations and/or mantras for students to practice in an ongoing teacher/
student based relationship. Suzuki san said that Usui became renowned as a healer later in life
and that his initial teachings (his own practice) were based on the concept of reconnecting to
one’s spirituality. Students found that they experienced healing from his teachings and his
practices. Usui performed a ‘spiritual blessing’ or reiju on his students. This was the forerunner to
what is known as an attunement today. The reiju is not to attune/empower or transform
someone, but is merely a blessing of a spiritual nature.3 What was taught at this time appears to
have been based strongly on traditional Japanese cultural and religious mores.Influence of
Tendai MikkyôA major influence on Usui was religion. This does not mean that the system of
Reiki is a religion – it is not. Usui was extremely smart in that he brought together elements from
the many influences in his life to create something that could be practiced by anyone without the
trappings of religion. Unlike in the West, where one religion is considered more than enough, the
Japanese draw on many religions to cover their needs. To confirm the difference between
religion and a spiritual practice: a religion typically has a priesthood, central deity and a
dogmatic belief system. A spiritual practice has none of these and is guided by personal
experience.4Chris Marsh, a student of Suzuki san, states that Usui’s original teachings were
mostly Mikkyô made accessible to the everyday person as Usui’s teachings cover the same
ground that Mikkyô does. Mikkyô is known as ‘esoteric Buddhism’ and is an esoteric5arm of
Tendai Buddhism. Tendai is based on the belief that the Lotus Sutra6 is Buddha’s complete and
perfect teaching: it includes meditations based on esoteric foundations. These foundations were
originally brought across from China and were honed to adjust to Japanese concepts. Today
some branches of the system of Reiki try to incorporate Chinese Buddhist thoughts or, strangely,
Tibetan Buddhist thoughts, into the practice. Though Japanese Buddhism may have come from
China initially, it is a different system, having been affected by almost 1500 years of Japanese
culture and native belief systems such as Shintoism. Tibetan Buddhism did not directly influence
Japanese Buddhism as both countries were introduced to it from China at the same time. This is
not to say that some correlations do not exist between Buddhism from countries other than



Japan – very basic Buddhist interpretation is similar across the globe. Paul Varley, author of
Japanese Culture , writes that, ‘the Japanese, within the context of a history of abundant cultural
borrowing from China in pre-modern times and the West in the modern age, have nevertheless
retained a hard core of native social, ethical and cultural values by means of which they have
almost invariably molded and adapted foreign borrowing to suit their own tastes and
purposes.’7Only a couple of years ago there were still twelve students of Usui alive, some as old
as a hundred and twelve, including monks, one nun and a farmer. At the time of writing The
Japanese Art of Reiki just five of these students are left, according to Suzuki san, though
teachers are being trained to ensure continuity for these unique teachings.
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Gabriel, “Excellent primer.. Well written introduction to the Japanese way underlying the system
of Reiki. Its clarity of presentation is augmented by the inclusion of practical elements and
exercises that keep it grounded in a spiritual practice free of its more popular and sensational
accretions. Easy enough for absolute beginners, but also makes for a solid reference to more
experienced practitioners. Highly recommended to any looking to see how Reiki can be a
valuable tool for healing and growth, which are not as dissimilar as one might expect. Definitely
will be recommending this book to anyone asking about Reiki.”

Arcturus70, “Great Resource: Answered My Questions. "At any given moment, people all over
the world are reassessing their lives." --quoted from the Introduction. Yes, this is where I was
when I began my quest to learn about Reiki, massage therapy, and other wellness avenues. I
wanted to know more about natural healing and exercise. I was curious as to what exactly Reiki
was--what it involved, and I wanted to know if it actually worked for people. I was looking for a
reliable source. So, I purchased The Japanese Art of Reiki in the hopes that it would answer
some basic questions. The book, which primarily focuses on self-examination, self-discipline,
and self-practice, proved to be an excellent choice in that regard. Though it is a small book, it is
full of thought-provoking ideas, probing questions, suggestions, and practices, which offer a
genuine, doable introductory approach for the person seeking more about this intriguing art of
mind/body oneness. Photos illustrate the moves and positions for different applications /
meditations.There are many great sections in this book; however, the one that resonated with
me the most is the one about "The Five Precepts": For Today Only...Do not anger...Do not
worry...Be humble...Be honest in your work...Be compassionate to yourself and others (Pages
67-76). If you can actively follow that sage advice each day, you can handle whatever comes
your way. I find myself repeating these while I am driving to work in the morning...a quick form of
meditation.I also enjoyed inspiring "Tale of Sato," the story of a depressed lady who discovered
healing, a renewed life, through Reiki. This story allowed me to see what can occur during a
session.For those who want to know more about Reiki, for those who are reassessing their lives,
this is a helpful "starter" book.THREE MAJOR PARTS OF THE BOOK:Part 1: The Power of Self-
HealingPart 2: Discovering ReikiPart 3: Practicing Reiki”

inayat2012 on youtube, “A solid introductory work into the origins of Reiki practice. This is a fairly
short book but it does get into the social structure and changes leading to Usui bring forth Reiki.
There are some introductory/original Reiki practices here that are among the primary reasons to
check out this book.If you are new to this kind of research I would start with these others books
first/instead:- 
  
Light on the Origins of Reiki: A Handbook for Practicing the Original Reiki of Usui and Hayashi



  
  
    - 
  
Reiki, The True Story: An Exploration of Usui Reiki”

Kit-Ten, “More about Reiki than I ever thought there was.. Before reading this book and "Animal
Reiki: Using Energy to Heal the Animals in Your Life" I thought Reiki only worked on people who
believed in it and I have to see or feel something before I can believe. My one session with a
Reiki practitioner was disappointing because I felt nothing. After reading this book I now think
maybe more healing actually occurred than I was aware of at the time.”

New Horizons, “This my favorite Reiki book. This my favorite Reiki book. I originally learned Reiki
in Japan. This book does a great job at bringing Reiki back to its original roots.”

Chris, “Reiki traced back to it's origin!. I really liked this book! I have studied reiki a lot before
coming across this book. What I liked about the book was: authentic/passionate/in depth/no fluff/
caring authors! They really wanted to know where reiki came from and why.Here in the US we
want stuff faster and now...I like how the authors want you to truly take your time and get/
understand level 1 before moving on to level 2 then 3.No shotgun wedding here:)I run an energy
meet up in Boulder for all energy healing types, and when asked which reiki I recommend, I say
the International House of Reiki.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Best Reiki Book. I am trained in reiki and I learned so much in this book
that I didn't learn in my training's. I would recommend this book to any reiki practitioner!”

A. Lee, “Not light reading.. I love this book for the down to earth, honest information that is given.
I also have other titles from these authors and wholeheartedly believe the information given to be
closer to the truth than found in many other books.I was trained in Japanesse Reiki and for me it
has always been a spiritual path not a money-making venture. Reiki was never about adding
another service to a holistic therapy practice to make money, it was and should still be, a path for
personal enlightenment that has healing benefits. This book explains the true purpose of Reiki.
Although many will not want to hear it, much of the western teaching experienced today is



riddled with western values and does not address the simplicity of the system. Instead it is
continually being erroded or added to. In my opinion, so many practitioners are missing out
because they skim over the fundamental purpose of Reiki. In typical commercialism, a perfectly
good system has been altered and fiddled with to make it 'fit' and now it is slowly coming full
circle and going back to its roots.Read this book and you may realise the true beauty and value
of the system as it was originally intended, without the trappings of our own egos. You may even
achieve satori, but I expect your practice will not be the same afterwards.”

Mark Brereton, “and I can honestly say I am very glad to have read this book in my early
learning’s .... The Japanese Art of Reiki was the second Reiki book I read on the subject, and I
can honestly say I am very glad to have read this book in my early learning’s of Reiki.The book
explores and practically introduces the Reiki subjects in three easy parts. After reading the
Preface, Introduction and List of Techniques you are drawn into the three parts – 1. The Power of
Self-healing, 2. Discovering Reiki, 3. Practicing Reiki.Part one investigates further by exploring
three sub-headings – The Emergence of the System of Reiki, The Three Diamonds, and The
Effect of Reiki.Part two then starts to research and explain the practice – The Five Elements,
Gokai: Five Precepts, Kokyu Ho: Breathing Techniques, Tenohira: Palm-healing, Jumon &
Shirushi: Mantras & Symbols, and Reiju: The Blessing.I read this book before my Shoden level
Reiki course and I read it afterwards too, and no doubt I will probably read it many times in the
future also. I found it readied me for my Shoden practice and I have found it to be a great
resource throughout my Shoden practice.Although it’s a very easy read, it doesn’t mean it lacks
depth or detail. It takes a very thoughtful approach to explain complicated subjects in a plain
language. Wonderfully, this is what Bronwen and Frans Stiene have done with this book. A
practical guide you can actually follow! Great Stuff!It keeps you wanting to read more, with
informative demeanour and enjoyable inquisitiveness it guides and encourages the Reiki
practitioner through their practice at any level.I like this book because it also approaches the
subject from the traditional Japanese viewpoint. With already practicing other Japanese and
Okinawan arts before coming to Reiki I appreciate the respect Bronwen and Frans deliver from
the past Reiki traditions and culture.I’d suggest this book to anyone looking to study and practice
Reiki; I feel it gives an excellent grounding and basics for the beginner getting to grips with Reiki
heritage.Part three of this book progresses with some guidance with choosing a Reiki course,
finding a Reiki teacher, developing a regular routine and Reiki practice, and the way of Reiki in
your life and healing.Reiki can be a lot of things to a lot of people and I’m sure this book will help
you find and clarify what you are looking for.I’m glad to have this book on my shelf, it’s refreshing
to find such a book, but when you do you know it’s written by and for people that truly care.”

zanna, “Best Reiki Book - Ever!. No matter how many Reiki books you have read or how many
teachers you have trained with, you won't find a better book or a better teacher than Frans
Stiene. Even if you have been teaching Reiki for years, you will find something new in this book



that touches your heart and soul.”

Jane, “Gentle Intro to Reiki History and Techniques. The book gently introduced the reader to
the subject of Reiki; from its origins to its practice. Whilst attunement Level 1 is necessary
before you can start to put the reading into practice (and Level 3 for one of the chapters). It is
great for the meditations to help energies flow, and for hand positions and techniques that may
not necessarily be covered during a Western Style Reiki attunement. The meditations in
particular have helped me to improve energy flow. The photography included clearly shows
hand and sitting positions, as well as movements where appropriate for both meditation and
healing.One great thing about this book is that you can use it as a reference book, as the
techniques are sectioned, so no need to read everything if you cannot clearly remember a
particular technique.”

Jussi, “Great read for those on a Reiki Healing journey. I bought this book after reading other
recommendations and was not disappointed. A great read for someone starting on the Reiki
Healing journey as a pratictioner or teacher.I have read the book several times and found it very
useful.”

The book by David J. Frähm has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 178 people have provided feedback.
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